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Abstract
As numerous implementations have demonstrated, software-based parallel rendering is an effective way
to obtain the needed computational power for a variety of challenging applications in computer graphics
and scientific visualization. To fully realize their potential, however, parallel renderers need to be
integrated into a complete environment for generating, manipulating, and delivering visual data.
We examine the structure and components of such an environment, including the programming and
user interfaces, rendering engines, and image delivery systems. We consider some of the constraints
imposed by real-world applications and discuss the problems and issues involved in bringing parallel
rendering out of the lab and into production.
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1 Introduction
Synthesizing high-quality images from abstract geometric or numerical representations of a scene is a
computationally demanding task. As the power and availability of general-purpose parallel computer
systems have grown, the computer graphics community has become increasingly interested in exploiting
them to support sophisticated rendering methods and complex scenes. In numerous projects over the last
several years, all of the common rendering techniques (polygon, volume, and terrain rendering, ray
tracing, and radiosity methods) have been mapped onto parallel architectures, ranging from tightly-
coupled symmetric multiprocessors and data-parallel SIMD arrays to distributed-memory message-
passing systems and loosely-coupled networks of workstations. While the performance and efficiency of
these implementations have varied widely, there have been enough successes to conclude that carefully-
constructed parallel renderers can be an effective way to obtain the needed processing power for
demanding applications in computer graphics and data visualization.
Although the rendering process contains ample parallelism at several different levels, the issues
involved in developing efficient parallel renderers are complex [8][18], and most of the effort to date has
focused on the rendering algorithms themselves and their interactions with specific architectural
platforms. The question of integrating parallel renderers into the broader computing environment has
often been neglected, and in some cases explicitly ignored. The purpose of this paper is to examine the
role of parallel renderers within a broader, application-oriented context, and to discuss some of the issues
involved in moving parallel rendering from a research curiosity to a production tool. The focus is on
software-based renderers running on general-purpose parallel platforms--we do not consider special-
purpose architectures designed specifically to support rendering.
We briefly review some of the applications for which software-based parallel rendering is and is not
appropriate, and then examine the overall software architecture needed to support parallel rendering
applications. The role of each component within the system is explored in some detail, emphasizing the
impact that each has upon the others. We conclude with some thoughts on the challenges and
opportunities which await parallel graphics and visualization researchers as we move forward from the
current state-of-the-art.
2 Applications of Software-Based Parallel Rendering
Hardware-based rendering engines for workstation-class systems are relatively affordable and provide
impressive performance which continues to grow at a dramatic rate. This raises an obvious question:
Why bother with software-based renderers on complex architectures when off-the-shelf hardware
solutions are readily available? There are several answers.
Whilededicated rendering hardware can be applied to many problems in computer graphics, it lacks
the flexibility of software-based renderers. Hardware rendering engines usually provide direct support for
a restricted class of rendering methods (e.g., polygon rendering), lighting models, and image resolutions.
Alternate rendering techniques such as ray tracing, radiosity, and volume rendering often run at much less
than interactive rates on these systems, making them obvious candidates for software-based parallel
solutions. Software-based renderers can be easily modified to incorporate alternative techniques for
illumination, shading, interpolation, composition, etc. They can also support arbitrary classes of
geometric primitives, e.g., spheres and parametric surfaces. By exploiting parallelism, software-based
renderers may be able to regain some of the performance which they have sacrificed in favor of
flexibility.
Since many parallel rendering algorithms exploit pixel-level parallelism by partitioning the image
across multiple processors, they are especially well-suited for graphics applications which require high
resolution or large amounts of data at each pixel. By adding additional processors, more memory (as well
as computing power) can be added to support larger images, multiple views, supersampling, transparency,
etc.
Visualization and graphics applications involving very large datasets are also candidates for parallel
rendering. Large-scale scientific applications, particularly those involving time-dependent phenomena,
can generate results which range from hundreds of megabytes to hundreds of gigabytes in size. These
datasets may be too large to process effectively with anything less than a supercomputer-class system, or
too cumbersome to move across the network for postprocessing elsewhere. In such cases it may be more
practical to perform the visualization and graphics operations in parallel on the system where the data
originates, transmitting images, rather than the raw data, back to the user.
With appropriate interfaces, parallel renderers enable parallel application programs to produce live
visual output at runtime. This visual feedback is especially helpful with large, complex problems, where
it can be employed for debugging or to monitor the progress of executing jobs. Visual output can also
play an important role in interactive steering applications, where the user adjusts the execution parameters
at runtime to explore larger design spaces or to reach a solution more quickly.
2.1 Limitations
For the majority of graphics applications, software-based parallel rendering is not an appropriate choice.
Workstation-class systems provide more than enough power except for the largest problems or the most
expensive rendering methods. It also seems unlikely that software renderers running on general-purpose
parallel systems will ever be able to compete with commercial hardware rendering engines on a
price/performance basis. By tuning the architectural design for a constrained set of graphics operations,
hardware engines eliminate redundant components (such as power supplies, circuit boards, and I/O
subsystems),andprovidededicatedhigh-speedata
pathsamongtheprocessingelementsandto theframe
buffer.
In addition,applicationsrequiringhighlyinteractive
responseareprobablynot well-suitedto software-
basedrendering.Whilethecomputationaldemandsof
virtualrealityandreal-timesimulation(particularlyfor
large datasetsor complex scenes)makeparallel
processinganattractiveoption,they havestringent
requirementson framerates(> 10 fps)andlatencies
(< 10ms)whicharedifficult to achievewithsoftware
solutionson general-purposesystems.At thevery
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Figure 1. Software architecture for a
typical parallel rendering application.
least, hardware support for image output (e.g., [17]) appears to be essential in providing smooth
interactive operation with current architectures. This situation may change in coming years as the
performance of processors and I/O interfaces continues to improve.
3 Software Architecture for Parallel Rendering
To become useful tools, parallel renderers must interface with other elements in a larger computing
environment. Figure 1 shows the principal software components in a typical parallel rendering
application. Although not explicitly shown, we assume that most if not all of these will call upon an
underlying operating system for services such as memory and process management, I/O, and
communications. We discuss each component in some detail in the following sections.
3.1 Application
The application layer defines the overall task to be accomplished. For assistance, it relies upon system
and domain-specific libraries, and may invoke the renderer directly for low-level graphics operations. In
a purely graphical application, this layer may be simply a thin veneer over the renderer. In other cases,
such as numerical simulations or virtual reality, the renderer may be only a small piece in a much larger
puzzle.
An important property of the application is its parallel programming paradigm, which in turn may be
heavily influenced by the architecture on which it resides. For example, an application could be written
in a loosely-coupled MIMD fashion, in which different components are working on significantly different
aspects of the problem, while sharing global information and exchanging intermediate results. Or it could
be written in a tightly-coupled SIMD mode, performing fine-grained parallel operations in lock-step on
regular data structures. A popular programming style for scientific applications is SPMD (Single
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ProgramMultipleData), in which all of the processors execute the same program, following roughly the
same path through the code, with occasional synchronization and communication points.
The programming paradigm adopted by an application has a major influence on all of the software
layers below it, which must be able to interface with the application on its terms. The lower level
components must either adopt the same paradigm, or provide appropriate interfaces between the
application's structure and their own internal strategies.
Another crucial property of the application is its memory reference model. A message-passing
application which partitions its data structures across distributed memories may need very different
library interfaces than one which relies on global access to shared data.
3.2 Libraries
Most applications depend on a variety of libraries for support services ranging from I/O to numerical
solutions. In our context, we are interested in libraries which provide a higher-level interface to the low-
level operations supported by the renderer. For example, an application which computes values on a 3D
grid may prefer to invoke isosurface routines rather than triangle-drawing primitives. Visualization
techniques, geometry modeling, and user-interface operations are among the likely candidates for
implementation at the library level. As an intermediary between the application and the renderer, the
library layer also provides an opportunity to match the application's programming paradigm and data
structures to those used by the renderer.
An important consideration for parallel libraries, and for all of the software layers beneath them, is the
ability to run with acceptable performance in a multi-algorithm environment. Many applications are
composed of several different computations, or phases, each requiring different memory reference
patterns and communication topologies. The library developer must assume that the application
programmer or end user will map processes onto processors and adjust communication parameters to suit
the application's needs. The communication patterns, task structure, and synchronization requirements of
the application may differ markedly from those of parallel visualization algorithms or of the renderer.
Thus supporting software layers should not depend on algorithms which require particular mappings of
processes onto processors or specific physical communication topologies. This presents a challenge for
parallel algorithm developers, since many existing techniques exploit fixed interconnection topologies to
obtain good performance. However, the development of robust, topology-independent algorithms also
aids cross-platform portability, which is particularly important given the rapid obsolescence of systems
and continuing evolution of parallel architectures.
3.3 Renderer API
The renderer's application programming interface (API) is a low-level library which provides access to
the graphical operations implemented by the renderer. The API (perhaps with help from the library layer)
is responsible for matching the application's programming paradigm, memory access model, and data
structures to the underlying parallel algorithms employed by the renderer. A poorly-designed API will
inflict additional burdens upon the application and library layers, making the renderer difficult or
inconvenient to use.
The design of the API has a fundamental impact on the design of the renderer. To ensure that the API
layer does not become a significant source of memory, communication, or computational overheads, the
renderer must directly and efficiently support the operations defined by the API. Thus ease-of-use and
efficiency considerations suggest that the API layer should be relatively thin, and that the renderer should
be designed to accommodate the programming paradigm and data structuring conventions of the
prevailing applications.
3.4 Renderer
Many of the parallel rendering algorithms and implementations reported in the literature have assumed
that the renderer itself is the driving application. In this scenario, the application layer needs to do little
more than read in a scene description, arrange it in memory to suit the rendering algorithm, and dispose of
the resulting image. Often the focus has been strictly on the renderer, and I/O and display times have
been ignored in reporting the results.
This narrow view of the rendering application has far-reaching algorithmic design consequences. The
renderer is free to assume that the entire resources of the system are available for its use, including
memory, processing power, and I/O. Thus it is common to read about rendering algorithms which
assume that sufficient memory is available to buffer all of the intermediate results at various steps in the
rendering pipeline, or to replicate the entire image memory on every processor.
In reality, many of the applications which reside on parallel systems have very demanding resource
requirements of their own (if they didn't, they wouldn't need to be on a parallel computer in the first
place). To be an effective tool in this environment, a parallel renderer must be modest in its own
demands, and this imposes additional constraints on algorithm design [5]. For example, a polygon
rendering pipeline must actually be implemented in pipelined fashion, rather than as a series of sequential
stages, so that intermediate results can be consumed as they are generated. Hence an application-friendly
parallel renderer is likely to exploit both functional parallelism and data parallelism [8]. Likewise,
renderers which partition their image data structures can better accommodate memory-intensive
techniques such as supersampled antialiasing and transparency with less impact on applications.
3.5 Image Assembly
Since much of the parallelism available in the rendering process occurs at the pixel level, most parallel
renderers try to distribute screen-space computations across the available processors. On distributed-
memory architectures at least, this implies that a series of partial images must be assembled or
composited to produce the final result. The details of this process depend upon the structure of the
rendering algorithms, the intended destination of the completed images, and the hardware and software
architecture of the underlying system. We find it useful to distinguish between two cases, internal
assembly and external assembly [8].
With internal assembly, the final image is formed in its entirety somewhere within the memory of the
parallel system, and is then routed to its destination, which may be a display device, a file, or a remote
workstation. Internal assembly implies that sufficient memory must be allocated in one place to
accommodate the full image. If every processor allocates this space, then memory consumption may be
excessive. If only one processor allocates space for the image, then memory consumption will not be
uniform across processors, leading to potential complications for memory-hungry applications. One
alternative is to single out a processor to be responsible for image assembly, and to offload other tasks
from it, thereby bringing its resource requirements more in line with those of the other processors.
Another alternative is to use an auxiliary processor, such as a service or I/O node, to perform this
function. In either case, an element of heterogeneity is introduced into the software environment, which
often translates into additional complexity for the application designer or end user. For these reasons,
external image assembly may be preferable.
With external assembly, the components which make up an image are routed to a remote location
(typically their final destination) before being combined into a whole. For example, different segments of
an image may be sent from each processor to an addressable frame buffer, in which case the complete
image is formed only within the frame buffer's memory system. Or, image components may be written
in encoded form to a file, in which case assembly occurs only when the file is decoded for playback.
With either internal or external assembly, image components must be retrieved efficiently from
multiple processors and merged into an output stream. To sustain interactive or animation rates for full-
screen displays, bandwidths on the order of 100 MB/s may be required. While the internal
communication networks of current-generation systems may be able to support these data rates, software
overheads introduce additional delays, particularly when large numbers of processors need to combine
their results into a single output stream. Merging algorithms must be carefully designed to exploit
parallelism in order to provide scalability and to reduce the impact of serial bottlenecks.
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3.6 Image Transport, Display, and Storage
Because of the large volume of data involved, getting image streams out of a parallel system and onto a
display or storage device is an important consideration. The problem is easiest to address at the hardware
level, where devices such as HIPPI frame buffers provide high-bandwidth interfaces to video displays.
To provide additional parallelism in the image assembly and display process, several systems (including
the CM-2 and nCUBE) have incorporated multi-ported frame buffers [2][17]. The renderer must then
assemble the image data into several partial streams (typically one per port) with appropriate global
synchronization.
3.6.1 Remote image display
Although directly-attached display devices offer the best performance, they suffer from a number of
drawbacks for parallel rendering applications. For one thing, they are a single-user resource, even though
most parallel systems support the execution of multiple jobs concurrently. Perhaps more importantly,
large-scale parallel systems are scarce commodities, typically serving a large and geographically
dispersed user community. For the majority of users, access to a directly-connected display device will
be either inconvenient or infeasible. What is needed is a way to transmit the rendered images to the
user's desktop at rates which will support interaction and avoid excessive I/O delays for the application.
Given the bandwidth requirements outlined above, and the typical performance of congested long-haul
networks, this is a challenging problem indeed. However, for local area networks the problem is more
manageable, and we have had some success in delivering image streams from parallel systems to desktop
workstations [5][7].
Existing networks at most sites provide peak bandwidths on the order of 1-10 MB/s using Ethernet,
Fast Ethernet, FDDI, or similar technologies. Sluggish network interfaces, software overheads, and
contention with other traffic can easily reduce this by 30-75%. Since this is far short of the 100 MB/s
needed for animation, some compromises are clearly in order. Order-of-magnitude reductions in
bandwidth requirements can be achieved by resorting to lower-resolution images (640 x 512 vs.
1280 x 1024) and reduced color precision (8 bits vs. 24). In some applications, lower frame rates (I-10
fps) may also be acceptable, reducing bandwidth demands even further. By combining these strategies, it
is possible to reach a level at which Ethernet is a tolerable, if not wholly satisfactory, medium for
delivering output streams from parallel renderers.
3.6.2 Image compression
For some applications these compromises are not acceptable, and in other cases the available network
bandwidth may still be insufficient. To accommodate these situations, we must resort to data
compression techniques, perhaps in combination with some of the other strategies. Although many
methodsareavailablefor compressingimagesandvideo[3][4],withnewdevelopmentsappearingalmost
daily,little if anyof thisworkhasbeendonewithparallelrenderingapplicationsinmind.
Theparallelrenderingenvironmentimposesomeadditionalrequirementsandopportunitieswhichare
notpresentin mostimagecompressionapplications.Wehavealreadynotedthattheimagedatais likely
tobepartitionedamongmultipleprocessors.Thisraisesthepossibilitythatthecompressionphasecanbe
performedinparallelondifferentsegmentsof theimage.Asthenumberof processorsgrows,sodoesthe
availableparallelism,but theamountof imagedataperprocessordecreases,reducingthelengthof the
inputstring. To complicatemattersfurther,loadbalancingconsiderationsoftenfavordecompositions
whichscattertheimagedataacrossprocessors,therebyavoidinghotspotsdueto localvariationsin image
complexity[8]. Unfortunately,thisalsolimits theabilityof compressionalgorithmsto exploitspatial
coherence.Ontheotherhand,theimagestreamsgeneratedin manyparallelrenderingapplicationsdo
notvaryradicallyfromoneframetothenext,sotheopportunityexiststo exploittemporalcoherence.On
the receivingend,we expectto havea PC- or workstation-classystemavailableto performthe
decompression,typically employinga singleprocessor.Thusthe computingpower availableto
decompressthedatamaybeonetotwoordersof magnitudelessthanthatavailablefor compressingit.
Withtheseconsiderationsinmind,anidealcompressionschemeforparallelrenderingwould:
• compresswith reasonablespeed,
• parallelizewell,withminimalinterprocessorcommunication,
• exhibitgoodcompressionwithrelativelyshortinputstrings,
• acceptarbitraryorderingsof theinputdata,
• exploittemporalcoherence,and
• decompressveryrapidly.
Forcomputergraphicsapplicationsinwhichimagequalityis paramount,or for visualizationapplications
in which accuracyis essential,we also insist on losslesscompressionschemes.In othercases,
particularlywhenbandwidthis low,lossymethodsmaybeacceptable,orevenrequired.Weareawareof
verylittleworkthathasbeendoneonreal-timeimagecompressionandtransmissionmethodsfor parallel
rendering,makingthisa fruitful areafor futureresearch.Somesimpletechniquesdesignedfor useon
localareanetworksaredescribedin [5]and[9].
Althoughnetwork-basedimagetransmissionlackstheresponsivenessof graphicsworkstations,weare
optimisticabouttheprospectsfor thefuture. All of thecomponentsinvolved(processors,network
interfaces,networkinfrastructure,real-timeprotocols,compressionalgorithms,etc.)areimproving,and
weexpectthatremotegraphicalinteractionwithparallelapplicationswill bequitepracticalin a few
years.
3.6.3 Image storage
In some applications, real-time interaction is not a primary concern. For example, sophisticated
photorealistic rendering techniques may take many minutes to generate an image, even with parallel
methods. Large scientific applications may also take minutes or hours to compute a single iteration or
timestep, and the realities of supercomputer scheduling may force large jobs to run in batch queues with
unpredictable and inconvenient starting times. In these situations, it is more appropriate to route the
image stream to secondary storage for later perusal. For interactive applications, it may be desirable to
save a copy of the visual output for future reference, or to take snapshots of particularly interesting
frames.
Even with compression, long animation sequences can become quite large, particularly with high
quality images. A long simulation could reasonably generate several gigabytes of image data.
Particularly for batch applications, we may be able to tolerate increased compression and (possibly)
decompression times in exchange for more compact output files. If the image files can be structured
appropriately, it may also be possible to take advantage of parallel I/O operations to reduce write times.
This is in contrast to networked transmission, where the image data typically needs to be serialized and
written to a single socket descriptor.
These differences suggest that the image assembly algorithms, compression methods, and data formats
for file storage may need to be different than those for direct display or remote transmission. Thus our
parallel rendering systems should be designed in a flexible manner which will accommodate multiple
output strategies.
It should be apparent from the forgoing discussion that image handling considerations can impact the
design of the renderer itself. For example, the optimum image partitioning strategy from a rendering
standpoint could lead to extra communication in the image assembly phase, or reduced effectiveness of
the compression algorithms. Thus it is essential to bear in mind the overall performance of the system
and the feedback relationships between each of the components.
3.7 User Interface
The ability to interact with a scene and its contents is essential in many computer graphics applications.
Static views which are determined a priori may be necessary for batch-mode applications, but invariably
there are features of interest which are obscured or are difficult to interpret properly with a fixed
viewpoint and static lighting. Providing the user with the ability to modify what he is seeing greatly
enhances the power of computer graphics. This is especially true for parallel rendering applications,
which often involve large, complex, and dynamic scenes.
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The user interfaceshouldbe tightly-coupledto the displaysoftware,sincethe mosteffective
interactionmechanismsareoftenthosewhichinvolvedirectmanipulationof theimagery.Withdirectly-
attachedhardwaredisplays,theuserinterfacesoftwarewill needto be integratedinto the parallel
environment,perhapsresidingona singleprocessorwhich is dedicatedto that task. With remote
displays,it is moreappropriate,andgenerallymoreconvenient,o hosttheuserinterfacecodeon the
receivingworkstation,alongwith thedisplaycode. At a minimum,theuserinterfacecomponentis
responsiblefor handlingdeviceeventsandcommunicatingthembackto theapplication.2-D GUI
interfacesareprobablybestimplementedon theworkstationsidewheretheycan takeadvantageof
existinglibrariesandoperatingsystemsupport.3-DGUIs,inwhichinterfaceobjectsappearin thescene,
mayneedto be implementedontherenderingside.Thisposes omeinterestingissuesin modelingand
interactingwith interfaceelementswhich, for loadbalancingandother reasons,may needto be
distributedacrossmultipleprocessors.
Userinteractionrequestscanoccuratseveraldifferentlevelsin thesoftwarehierarchy.Forexample,
changesin viewingparametersandlight sourceswill generallybehandledthroughtherenderer'sAPI,
whilemanipulationof geometricmodelsandvisualizationparametersmightbeimplementedwithinthe
library layer. For purposesof debuggingandinteractivesteering,theuserinterfacemaycommunicate
directlywiththeapplicationinordertointerrogateandmodifyitsvariablesanddatastructures.
As wepointedout in Section2.1,highlyresponsiveinteractionisdifficult to achievewithsoftware-
basedsolutions,andplacingthedisplayanduserinterfaceon aremotedesktoponly exacerbatesthe
problem.This impliesthatinteractionmechanismsshouldbedesignedto copewith highlatencyand
sluggishimageupdates.Topreventheuserfromgettingtoofaraheadof theapplication,eventstreams
mayneedto becollapsedinordertoavoidtheoverheadof renderingandtransmittingimagesthatwill be
seriouslyoutof syncbythetimetheyarrive.
Anotherinterestingsituationarisesin dealingwithapplicationswhichrequirelengthycomputationsin
orderto generateanewimage.Forexample,it maybenaturalfor anumericalsimulationto invokethe
rendererat theendof aniterationor a timestepto displaythecurrentstateof thecomputation.If the
timebetweenupdatesexceedsafew seconds,interactivityis effectivelylost. Therearetwo principal
optionsfordealingwiththissituation.Onepossibilityis for therenderertorunasadifferentprocess(or
at leasta differentthread),eithersharingprocessorswith theapplication,orperhapsrunningin its own
dedicatedpoolof processors.Therenderercanthenrespondto userinterfacerequestsasynchronously
with respecto theapplication.Unfortunately,theapplication'sdatastructuresarelikely to be in an
inconsistentstateduringthemidstof aniteration,forcingtherendererto maintainits owncopyof scene-
relateddata.Thiscopymustthenbeupdatedperiodicallyincoordinationwiththeapplication.
An alternatestrategy,whichavoidsdatacopyingandseparateprocesses,is to havetheuserindicate
whenhewantsto interactwith theapplication.Theapplicationpausesonceit reachesaconsistentstate,
switchingcontroltotherendererwhichcanthenoperateonstabledatausingthefull processingpowerof
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the system.Whentheuserfinishesan interactionsequence,hedirectstheapplicationto resumeits
operation.Sinceneitherof thesestrategiesi entirelysatisfactory,thechoiceshouldbemadedepending
ontheapplication'srequirementsanduserpreferences.
Designinga parallelrendereris a complexprocesswhichrequirescarefulbalancingof competing
requirementsandnumeroustradeoffs.Unfortunately,adoptingasystem-levelviewof theprocessonly
complicatesmattersby introducingadditionalconsiderationsandimposingnewconstraints.We have
identifiedseveralof theseissuesin theabovediscussion,but therearenodoubtotherswhichwehave
neglected.Findingacceptablecompromiseswill bethekeyto developingparallelrenderingsystems
whichbecomeusefulcomponentsin theparallelcomputingtoolbox.
4 Challenges and Opportunities for Parallel Rendering Systems
We now turn our attention to several areas which we think will present both challenges and opportunities
for parallel rendering research in the next few years. Of particular interest are issues of portability,
scalability, and ease-of-use.
4.1 Towards Portability
Portability is a major concern in the development of full-featured systems to support parallel graphics and
visualization applications. The amount of code required to supply the needed capabilities is too large to
reimplement each time a new architecture comes along. On parallel systems, portability implies much
more than just having the code compile cleanly on a new system. Performance considerations often result
in algorithms which have architectural assumptions deeply ingrained within them. Transferring the code
to a different platform may require substantial re-engineering, or perhaps even reformulation of the
problem.
4.1.1 Programming paradigms
One approach to portability is to adopt a lowest-common-denominator programming paradigm. A
potential candidate is the data-parallel programming model, which has proven itself to be useful on a
variety of architectures. Although many of the concepts originated in the SIMD world, data-parallel
algorithms can often be implemented at different granularities to suit the characteristics of the target
architecture, and numerous parallel renderers have been implemented using this paradigm.
However, the rendering process involves many irregularities [8] which lend themselves more naturally
to SPMD or MIMD implementations, and data-parallel rendering algorithms have achieved their success
primarily on SIMD architectures with low communication overheads. Both SPMD and SIMD
programming models are common in scientific and engineering applications, although the SPMD
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paradigmappearsto offermoreflexibility for computationsinvolvingcomplexgridsandirregulardata
structures.Despitetheadvantagesof aunifiedprogrammingmodel,it isquestionablewhetherportability
considerationswill outweightheneedto adapttherendererto theprevailingparadigmon a given
architecture.
4.1.2 Access to memory
Another impediment to portability is the diversity of memory access models. At one extreme is global
shared memory, typically found on symmetric multiprocessors. At the other is message-passing, used by
many distributed-memory architectures as well as networks of workstations. It is generally agreed that
message-passing programs are more complex and require more lines of code than their shared-memory
counterparts. Message-passing also involves considerable software overheads, even with assistance from
dedicated co-processors. Several recent parallel architectures provide hardware support for global
addressing of physically distributed memory. The resulting reductions in communication overhead
enable algorithmic approaches which are not practical in message-passing environments, and this
advantage is apparent in parallel rendering applications [19].
Does this mean message passing is dead? Not necessarily. Locality is still important, and message
passing makes it apparent and provides explicit control [15]. For portability purposes, message passing
also serves as a lowest common denominator, since it can be implemented with relative ease in shared
memory environments.
4.1.3 Parallel programming languages
An alternate avenue to portability is the use of high-level parallel programming languages. Parallel
languages provide a common programming paradigm and memory access model across architectures by
shifting (some of) the burden of architecture-specific adaptations to the compiler. The most widely
accepted example is High Performance Fortran (HPF) [12], which is now supported by a number of
vendors. The initial version of the language was intended primarily for data-parallel applications, but
current developments are intended to broaden its applicability to irregular problems. Similar efforts
involving parallel derivatives of C++ may be more suitable for computer graphics applications, which
have traditionally been written in C and C++ to take advantage of more sophisticated data structures.
Nonetheless, the availability of HPF on an assortment of architectures presents an opportunity to assess
the use of parallel languages to enhance the portability of rendering applications.
4.2 Parallel Rendering on Teraflops and Petaflops Architectures
Emerging supercomputer architectures will require higher levels of parallelism and offer higher
performance than anything previously encountered. The first general-purpose teraflops systems
(procured for the U.S. Department of Energy's Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative [1]) will
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employontheorderof 10_-104 high-performance commercial microprocessors, in relatively conventional
architectural arrangements. To date, most parallel rendering implementations on similar architectures
have not scaled well beyond 100-200 processors [6] [10] [11 ] [13]. We conjecture that this "scalability
barrier" arises from inherent properties of the rendering problem.
First of all, typical rendering applications are limited to image resolutions of about 1 megapixel or less.
Given that the computations performed at a single pixel represent a relatively fine-grained task, we must
aggregate many of them to obtain efficient performance. As we increase the number of processors, the
image size usually stays fixed, so task granularity decreases. Since a significant portion of the available
parallelism occurs at the pixel level, Amdahl's law implies that a fixed image resolution will limit the
ultimate scalability of parallel renderers.
To compound the problem, rendering is inherently communication-intensive. The projection from
object-space to image-space results in communication graphs which are dense, scene- and view-
dependent, and dynamic (due to user interaction and changing scene content). As the number of
processors increases, so do the number of communication operations required at each processor, while the
amount of data transferred with each operation decreases. Although store-and-forward aggregation
schemes can improve performance by reducing the communication complexity [I0][11], they merely
substitute less expensive data copying for more expensive data communication, so the inherent overheads
persist, although with reduced severity.
We conclude from this that parallel rendering algorithms have inherent limits on scalability which
depend more on workstation display technology than on the complexity of the scenes being rendered.
Whether these limits will come into play in a given application depends in part on architectural
parameters (such as communication overheads and the number of processors), and in part on
characteristics of the application (such as the percentage of computation due to screen-space operations).
What are the implications of this for parallel rendering on future architectures? Current projections are
that petaflops-class systems will require from 105 to 100 parallel threads to keep them busy [16]. Unless
display resolutions increase dramatically over the next ten years, we will have image-space tasks
consisting of at most a few pixels. Will communication systems improve to the point that we can
effectively partition our images at this level of granularity? The growing gap between processor speeds
and memory access times suggests that this won't be the case.
Does this mean that software-based parallel rendering will not be a viable option, and that we should
turn instead to specialized rendering engines which are closely coupled to large parallel systems? Or will
we simply run the rendering operations on a subset of the available processors, letting the others go idle?
Should we even care about processor utilization, as long as frame rates are high enough to support real-
time interaction?
On the other hand, the ability to perform a trillion or quadrillion operations per second may change the
way we think about rendering. Perhaps volume rendering, global illumination methods, procedural
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textures,36-bitcolor, 16xsupersampling,andHDTV resolutionwill all becomeroutine. Whatnew
renderingandvisualizationmethodswill thismassivecomputingpowerenable,andhowwill theybenefit
the large-scalescientificandengineeringapplicationswhichwill runon theseplatforms?Findingthe
answerstotheseandotherquestionswill betheobjectiveof manynewexplorationsin parallelrendering
duringthenextdecade.
4.3 APls for Parallel Rendering
At the present time, there is no standard API for parallel rendering, and only a handful of parallel
renderers provide library interfaces for application programs. To gain wide acceptance, a standard library
interface for parallel graphics needs to be developed, in much the same way that MPI [14] has unified
disparate message-passing implementations. Whether a single graphics API can support a sufficiently
wide range of parallel applications is an open question.
Portability between sequential and parallel platforms is also desirable, and this argues for extending or
adapting existing graphics APIs. OpenGL is clearly the de facto standard for serial architectures, but it is
not obvious that it provides an appropriate basis for parallel rendering. There are two main problem
areas: immediate mode rendering, and constraints on rendering order. Very few parallel renderers
provide true immediate mode rendering for individual geometric primitives. With dedicated hardware,
dropping a polygon description into the head of a pipeline and waiting for the pixels to pop out at the
other end is a natural operation. In the parallel environment, however, the overheads involved for
synchronization, communication, and image updating make operations at this fine level of granularity
very inefficient. Instead, parallel renderers generally accept an entire scene description (or similarly
coarse-grained objects) as their input, and often employ considerable internal buffering of intermediate
results to obtain satisfactory performance.
OpenGL also insists on maintaining the order of rendered primitives, which is useful for "painting"
objects on top of one another. In the parallel environment, the concept of time is much fuzzier, requiring
explicit synchronization operations in order to impose global order (except on SIMD systems, where
instruction-level synchronization is provided by the hardware). Defining and enforcing global order at
the level of individual primitives is such a cumbersome proposition that parallel renderers have almost
universally abandoned it, relying instead on other techniques (such as multi-pass rendering) to provide
order in those rare cases when an application demands it.
We may also need to extend existing APIs to accommodate new rendering methods. Volume
rendering, in particular, is becoming an increasingly important and accepted tool, in part because parallel
implementations are making it more practical. Thus it seems useful to support both surface rendering and
volume rendering within a single API, or a coordinated set of APIs. While the rendering algorithms for
each of these techniques might be very different, there is a good chance that they could share much of the
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back-endimagehandlinganddisplayinfrastructure,perhapsallowingfor volume-renderedandpolygon-
renderedgeometrytoco-existwithinasingleframe.
4.4 High-level Support for Parallel Graphics and Visualization
Although computer graphics is a powerful tool, it remains underutilized by most application
programmers. This is due in part to the specialized knowledge which is needed to set up things like
viewing parameters and modeling transformations, but it also reflects the relatively tedious level of detail
at which most graphics APIs operate. What is needed is a more intuitive and simpler way to interface
with the renderer, using operations on application-level data structures such as arrays or grids. When
displaying an isosurface becomes as easy as calling "printf', computer graphics will come into its own as
a tool for application developers.
Going one step further, we can imagine the insertion of compiler directives which would indicate that a
particular data structure, say a 3D grid, is to be displayed visually at runtime. By enabling an appropriate
compiler option or runtime switch, a GUI interface could pop up with a variety of visualization options,
ranging from cutting planes and isosurfaces to streamlines and volume rendering. While none of this is
specific to the parallel environment, the power of a parallel system can make high-level visualization
operations more responsive. Compilers for languages such as HPF also have fairly detailed knowledge of
architectural parameters and data flow within an application, and it may be possible to exploit this
information to generate efficient code for graphical operations.
5 Conclusion
With some effort, software-based rendering techniques can be successfully used on current parallel
architectures to generate visual output from application programs. Improvements in usability and
performance will derive from a broader, system-level view of the rendering process and its various
components. Important challenges remain, particularly in the areas of scalability, portability, ease-of-use,
and image handling. Meeting these challenges will allow software-based parallel renderers to evolve
from research curiosities into viable tools for production computing.
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